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“Most people trust their financial providers to treat them
fairly, but perceptions of the industry in general show that
concerns over misconduct still linger. Improving
communications and being more transparent in terms and
conditions would be a good place to start improving this.”
– Douglas Kitchen, Financial Services Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:
•
•

Simplify financial information to increase trust
Embracing Open Banking and newer challengers will drive greater trust
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Figure 17: Proportion of consumers who trust insurance companies to treat them fairly, by product ownership, August 2018
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Majority trust banks to look after their personal or financial data
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Figure 23: Proportion of consumers who trust pension providers, technology firms and online-only banks to hold their personal and
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Attitudes towards Financial Services Providers
One in four do not trust their financial services providers to be fair, open and honest
Consumers split as to whether trust is improving
Figure 24: Attitudes towards trust and financial services providers, August 2018
Increased faith among those with greater ownership
Figure 25: Agreement with statements about trust and financial providers, by number of financial products owned, August 2018

Trust in Alternative Providers
A quarter would trust an alternative financial services provider
Figure 26: Attitudes towards trust and financial services providers, August 2018
Greater receptiveness among wealthier households
Figure 27: Agreement with statements about trust and financial providers, by household income, August 2018
Comfortable 18-34-year-olds the most likely to trust a large tech firm
Figure 28: Trust in large tech firms to manage financial services – CHAID – Tree output, August 2018
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CHAID Methodology
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